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A METHOD FOR
CONTROLLING THE DIMENSION
OF HARDWOOD LUMBER

Norman D. Jackson, Christian B. Koch, and William H. Reid

Introduction

THE GRADE and ordinarily the selling price of a hardwood board is

determined by the percentage of clear face material that can be cut

from it by crosscutting, ripping or both. While tlie amount of clear

material that may be produced from a log is influenced to some extent by

sawing procedure, it is largely pre-determined by log size and the

amount of defect present. Thickness, a major aspect of grade, is, on tlie

other hand, directly dependent on the basic accuracy of the sawmill and

the precision with which it is operated and maintained.

Grade lumber may be produced in a number of thicknesses ranging

from % inch to 6 inches. x-Yccording to the rules of the National Hardwood

Lumber Association," each thickness class must be full thickness in tlie

portions of the board used to detennine the grade. For example, a

5/4-inch (IK inch tliick) board that has sufficient clear area for a #1
Common but is not full thickness in the cutting areas used to determine

the grade would be graded as a 4/4-inch (1 inch thick) #1 Gommon
board. Many mills insure against "thin" board production by sawing

lumber that is slightly thicker than is generally necessar>% a practice that

results in volume loss at the sawmill and a waste in remanufacturing

since tlie excess is planed off in bringing the board to a standard surfaced

thickness.

Excessive variation in thickness also affects tlie quaht\- of lumber. If

thickness of a hardwood board is not uniform, it will be classified as mis-

cut and cannot be sold as a graded board. The maximum variation

allowed in 4/4-inch lumber is K inch between the thickest and thinnest

sections of the board. Thickness is measured at the tliinnest cutting used

to estabhsh the grade. Excessive tliickness variation is often not readily

apparent at the time of sawing, but when the lumber is measured and

graded, it results in a monetary loss to the sawmill operator.

'Rules for the Measurement and Inspection of Hardwood Lumber, Cypress,

Veneers and Thin Lumber. National Hardwood Lumber Association, Chicago, Illinois,

January 1963—Januan.- 1964.



\\'ith tlic increasing cost of producing lumber together with the

present emphasis on kimber quahty, the sawmill operator must make
every effort to control the dimension of lumber.

The purpose of this report is to discuss the use of quality control

charts as a means of controlling the thickness variation in the production

of hardwood lumber.

The Nature of Variaiion in Lumber Thickness
Before discussing control charts in detail, consideration should be

gi\en to some of the factors in\ol\'ed in tliickness variation. The ideal

situation would be to have a sawmill that could be so adjusted and

operated that in sawing to a gi\'en dimension every board would ha\'e

exactly the same thickness. \o production process, however, is good

enough to produce all products exactly alike. Even under the most care-

fully controlled conditions, some variation will exist even though it is

not sufficient to cause rejection of the product. In the case of

lumber thickness, the variation may appear in two ways. First, the

average thickness of indixidual boards may var\% and secondly, there

may be a xariation in tliickness within individual boards. It is these t\vo

types of \'ariation with which the sawmill operator must contend and

decide if they are being held within reasonable limits. If variation is

large, tlie mill is usually operated so that the boards sawn have a high

average thickness to insure tliat most of the boards will be thick enough

to meet minimum specifications. The magnitude of the variation that

occurs depends on the condition of the sa\\Tnill and the accuracy with

which it is operated. If a sa\\TTiill is well maintained and operated, the

variation tliat occurs is small and will be due largely to chance. Chance

variation is inlierent in any production process, and, unless the process

is made more precise, this type of variation cannot be reduced. Fortun-

ately, there are methods which may be used to determine whether \'aria-

tion other than that due to chance is occurring. If such variation does

occur, its source can frequently be located and corrective measures

initiated. If all the \ariation is due to chance alone, the process is said

to be in statistical control.

Figure 1 shows a stack of 200 boards produced by a single sawmill.

All boards of tlie same average thickness are piled one on top of the

other. A frequency distribution of this t}'pe is a way of showing graphic-

ally the accuracy of a producing unit. The average thickness of the 200

boards is 35.7 thirt\'-seconds of an inch or slightly under 1% inches. ( Most

hardwood sa\\Tnills saw to a thickness of 1% inches in order that the

lumber will be 1 inch thick after air dr\^ing. ) The range or spread of

av^erage thickness of individual boards is from 31 to 42 thirty-seconds of
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Figure 1. Distribution of board thickness produced by a sawmill operating

in control.

an inch. This is a range of 11 thirty-seconds of an inch or approximately

5.5 thirty-seconds of an inch thickness variation of individual boards

above and below the average thickness.

Over a long period of years, the laws which govern occurrences of

particular events based on ptu-e chance have been accurately developed.

These laws, while applying exactly only to chance occurrences, also



apph- witli considerable accuracy to distributions of measured values

such as the thickness of lumber.

The bell-shaped cur\'e wliich has been superimposed on die pile of

boards shown in Figure 1 is known as the normal probability curve, and

it can be plotted by mathematical methods for any frequency distribution

of the type with which we are concerned. The way that the cur\ e fits the

measured values determines whetlier or not the population of boards is

nonnal. If the cune fits the population, the population is said to be

nonnal and the process is in control. If die curve does not fit the popula-

tion, it is not nonnal, and physical changes will be necessan,- to bring the

mill into control. It is evident from Figure 1 that the high point of the

curv^e is detemiined by the average board thickness and that the individ-

ual boards are arranged ( according to thickness ) on either side (^f the

average. In a process which is operating in control, the dispersion oi

spread of the individual values about the average is adequately measured

by a quantity called the standard deviation (in this case, the standard

deviation of the average, since each thickness measurement is the average

of four measurements which were made as shown in Figure 4). \Miile tlie

theory behind the standard deviation is complex, its value can be easil>

approximated with tables and very- simple calculations, as will be showr

later. Tlie utilit\' of the standard deviation lies in the fact that it indicate.'

how the indivddual boards are distributed when the only source of varia

tion is due to chance.

If, for example, a sawmill is in perfect control, we can assume tha

about 68 per cent or approximately t^vo-thirds of the boards will have

tliicknesses widiin one standard deviation eidier above or below th(

average thickness. About 95 per cent of the boards will fall vvithin tw(

standard deviations above and below the average thickness, and only 0.1

per cent will fall outside of three standard deviations. Tlierefore, we cai

assume diat 68 per cent of the 200 boards will have thicknesses of 35.'

tliirty-seconds of an inch plus or minus 1.6 thirty-seconds of an inch o

that they will fall within the thickness range of 34.1 to 37.3 thirt>'-second

of an inch. Xinety-five per cent of the 200 boards will fall within tw(

standard deviations or within die thickness range of 32.5 to 38.9 thirty

seconds of an inch, and 99.7 per cent will fall within diree standarc

deviations or between 30.9 and 40.5 thirty-seconds of an inch. Standar*

deviations are shown in Figure 1 as vertical lines on both sides of th

average thickness. If only 0.3 per cent or three out of every 1,000 board

sawed can be expected to fall outside of three standard deviations for

sawmill that is operating in control, then in 200 boards less than on

board should fall outside of these same limits. Referring to Figure 1, n

boards fall outside of these limits. Tlius it may be assumed that the mi

which produced these boards was operating in control.



Tke Preparation and Interpretation

Of Quality Control Charts
Some of the questions that must be answered if thickness is to be

adequately controlled are:

1. Is the mill operating in control?

2. If the mill is not in control, how can it be brought into control?

3. If the mill is operating in control, can the average board thick-

ness be reduced and still allow the product to meet specifica-

tions?

Tlie most suitable tools to use for providing answers to these ques-

tions are quality control charts. While several types of control charts are

available, the two of most value to the sawmill operator are the chart for

averages and the chart for ranges. The chart for averages is commonly

referred to as the "X chart" and the chart for ranges as the "R chart."

THE SELECTION AND MEASUREMENT OF SUBGROUPS
Before control charts can be constructed, the thickness of a number

of boards (a sample) must be measured. The sensitivity of the control

charts is dependent upon the accuracy of the measurements of thickness,

which in turn is dependent on how closely the tliickness can be gaged

at the sawmill. In most cases, tliickness shoidd be measured to the nearest

one thirty-second of an inch in order to show variation patterns on the

control charts. Since a board can vary in thickness from end to end as

well as from one edge to the odier, measurements must be taken in such

a manner that they will show the variation if it occurs. At least four

measurements are necessary to provide a satisfactory picture of the tliick-

ness variation that occurs within a board. In order to measure variation

both along and across the board, measurements should be taken as shown

in Figiue 4. From tliese measurements, tlie average thickness and range

in thickness of the individual boards may be obtained. Four measure-

ments of each board will provide sufficient information for practical

applications of control charts. In addition, the distribution of averages of

four values is essentially normal, something which is not true of averages

of less than four values.

An initial sample of approximately thirty to forty boards (sub-

groups) will ordinarily provide sufficient data for the construction of

trial control charts." Since the control charts will be used to tell whether

or not excessive variation in lumber thickness is occurring, the subgroups

should be selected in such a way that data are obtained over average

^Grant, E. L., Statistical Quality Contirol, McGraw Hill Inc., New York, 1946.
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operating conditions. It is essential that the subgroups be selected at ran-

dom to eliminate the possibility of any bias in the sample. Four or five

boards may be selected at random each day until a large enough sample

is obtained. Tlie more subgroups on which the trial control charts are

based, the more accurate they w ill be in portraying die operation, but

the cost will also become greater.

THE CHART FOR AVERAGES

The control charts for axerages show how much the average thick-

ness of individual boards \aries from the axerage thickness of all boards

in the sample. The average thickness of individual boards (X) is ob-

tained by dixiding the sum of the four thickness measurements by four.

When all of the X values ha\'e been computed, their sum is di\'ided by

the total number of boards to obtain X, the calculated average thickness

of all boards.

Figure 2 shows the dexelopment of a control chart for averages for

tlie 200 boards that haxe been used as an example in the previous dis-

cussion. The vertical axis of the chart is marked off in units of one thirt>'-

second inch. The \alue of X (the average thickness of all 200 boards ) is

located on this axis and is the solid center line of the chart. The control

limits are placed at three standard dexiations aboxe and below the line

representing the axerage thickness and are draxvn as broken lines to indi-

cate that they are control limits. The mediod of computing the xalues of

the control limits xxill be discussed subsequently. The X's on the chart

indicate average thicknesses of indixidual boards (subgroups) and are

numbered along the horizontal axis and plotted in the same order as

that in xvhich they xvere measured. Only a fexv of the indi\ idual measure-

ments haxe been plotted to illustrate die X chart. The chart gives a

grapliic picture of the thickness xariation from board to board. As long

as all or most of the points fall betsveen the upper and loxxer control

limits xve can assume that the mill is in control and that the xariation

diat does occur is due to chance. On the other hand, if a large number of

points falls outside of these limits, the xariation is excessix-e and should

be corrected. The pattern of points on the chart, along xx'ith the raxv data

xvill, in many cases, gixe clues to the reason for the excessive xariation,

and steps can be taken to reduce it.

THE CHART FOR RANGES

The control chart for averages (X chart) supplies a picture of varia-

tion in average thickness from one board to another, but it does not show

anything about xariation xvithin indixidual boards. The chart for ranges

10
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will siippl\- this information. In determining the a\erage thickness of

each board, more than one thickness measurement must be taken. The

range in diickness of each board, R, is the difference betvveen the thick-

est and thinnest measurement, and it usually varies from board to board.

The ranges of all the boards in the sample are detennined, added to-

gether, and tlie sum is divided by tlie total number of boards to deter-

mine R, the center line of the R chart.

Figure 3 shows a range chart of the 200 boards mentioned prexiously.

The \ertical axis represents variation within the board in thirty-seconds

of inches. The horizontal axis shows the board or subgroup numbers

corresponding to those of the X chart. The middle line on the control

chart labeled R represents the ax^erage range of the 230 sample board

ranges. Tlie control Hmits are determined on the basis of statistical theory

UCL= 13.80

^- R = 6.05

X X

LCL =

15 2 <J

SUB-GROUPS
Figure 3. Control chart of ranges for a portion of 200 sample lM)ards.
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Figure 4. Four measurements were made on each board. The direction of

carriage travel was from right to left.

as it applies to the distribution of individual averages about their mean

or average. The same interpretation is made of points falling outside the

limits of the R chart as for the X chart. Tliat is, it is expected that

approximately 0.3 per cent or 3 out of 1,000 points will fall outside tlie

limits due to pure chance. If a greater percentage falls outside the limits,

then reason is provided for seeking assignable causes.

CALCULATION OF CONTI^OL LIMITS

The final step in developing the control charts is to determine the

control limits. Essentially, control limits form a zone within which 99.7

per cent of all observed measurements will fall if the sample is taken

from an entirely normal population. Such a population exists only when

the X values are normally distributed about X, and this occurs only when

the universe or total population is normal. Since the control chart limits

are determined from samples of observed data which will ordinarily not

be entirely normally distributed, it is not strictly true that approximately

3 out of 1,000 observations will fall outside of the limits by chance alone.

However, control charts based on obsen-ed data will rarely indicate that

a process is out of control when, in fact, a state of control exists. It can

be assumed that, if many points fall outside of the control limits, assign-

able causes of excessive variation are present. _
To compute the control limits for the X chart, the value for R is

multipHed by 0.73. The answer obtained approximates three standard

deviations when a subgroup of four is used. The upper control limit is

13



the value obtained added to the vahie for X, and the lower control limit

is the value substracted from X. Tliis is shown by equations as follows:

Upper Control Limit for X = X + 0.73 R

Lower Control Limit for X = X - 0.73 R

The upper control limit for the R chart is obtained by multiplying

the average range R by 2.28. The value of 2.28 is a multiplier of R used

to detenuine the upper control limit when a subgroup of four is used. For

a subgroup of six or less the lower control limit is always zero. The
fonuulas for computing the control limits are as follows:

Upper Control Limit for R = 2.28 R

Lower Control Limit for R =

When the central lines and control limits have been computed and

drawn on paper, the individual values of X and R are plotted on the

charts. The number of points falling outside of the control limits deter-

mines whether or not control exists in the manufacturing process.

INTERPRETING CONTROL CHARTS

Once the points have been plotted on the charts, it can quickly be

seen whether or not a state of control exists. If all of the points fall with-

in the control limits, the process is operating in control. It is possible,

however, that the average thickness may be too high and can be reduced

somewhat with all of the boards remaining above a satisfactory minimum
tliickness. If this reduction is made, it \\'ill increase volume at the sawmill

as well as prevent waste when the lumber is planed to a nominal thick-

ness for surfaced lumber.

The charts can indicate lack of control in three ways. First, the X
chart can show lack of control with the range chart indicating control.

Second, the R chart can indicate lack of control with the X chart indicat-

ing control. Third, both die X and R charts can indicate lack of control.

If lack of control is indicated only by the X chart, some part of the mill

having to do with board to board thickness is out of adjustment. In such

a case, all of die trouble may possibly be corrected by replacing worn

parts or by making adjustments to the setworks. If the range chart shows

control and particularly if the spread of the upper and lower limits is

small, the possibility of such things as unlevel or crooked tracks, play in

the mandrel or end play in the carriage trucks is practically precluded

since these would tend to cause excessive variation within the board, and
the R chart would go out of control as well. Lack of control as indicated

by the X chart could also mean that there is a difference in board diick-

14



ness resulting from operational mistakes. If the setworks are not operated

consistently each time a board is cut, a difference in average board thick-

ness would result.

While the R chart is less likely to indicate lack of control than the X
chart, it may occasionally do so. Any part, or parts, of the sawmill, such

as end play in the saw mandrel or end play in the carriage trucks that

would allow thickness variation within the board, would cause the R
chart to go out of control. The thickness variation in such instances

would be from one end of the board to the other, and the random pattern

of thickness could tend to average out and make the average thickness

of the board appear within the control limits on the X chart. Tracks

which are not level would probably not be evidenced on the R chart

alone. Since the magnitude of the variation would increase each time

the log was turned, variation would, in all probability, be indicated by

the X chart as well. The effect of the carriage knees that are out of align-

ment would appear in the same manner. _
Lack of control as indicated by both the X and R charts may be the

result of an individual or a series of equipment or personnel problems.

In many cases, a close look at tlie subgroup measurements to determine

whether a particular pattern of variation exists will reveal the source of

trouble. If this fails to give any indication, a close scrutiny of the equip-

ment will be required to find the cause of the excessive variation in the

lumber produced.

It might be well at this point to make a statement as to what con-

stitutes lack of control when discussing control charts. Lack of control

can mean different things to different people. A statistician might look

at control charts and see three to ten points in a thousand outside of the

control limits and call the process out of control. An individual operating

the equipment on which the data were collected and who knows the

capabilities of the machine might look at the same control chart and con-

sider that the machine was operating within satisfactory limits, particu-

larly if the limits were moderately close and points that fell outside the

limits were close to them. Stated another way, a certain amount of

assignable variation may exist without necessitating changes in the pro-

cess operation. The desired degree of control is up to the operator, and

he may feel that maintenance of practical rather than statistcal con-

trol is satisfactory.

Case Studies of Quality Control Application

Studies were made of the sawing process at five circular sawmills to

determine the applicability of quality control techniques for controlling

thickness variation in hardwood lumber.

15



Prior to measuring subgroups, a general histoiy of eacli sawmill was
obtained. This included information on the age, state of repair and size

of the mill, and a description of accessor)- equipment. It was thought that

these data might aid in the detection of assignable causes if excessive

\ariation in lumber thickness occurred.

Four of the fi\e sawmills were made by die same company although

they were not all tlie same size. They ranged in age from six months to

ele\en years. One was a small portable mill without any accessoiy equip-

ment, ha\ing onh' the sawhusk and carriage and powered by a diesel

engine. The other tliree mills of similar make had edgers, cutoffs, and
two of the three had double end trimmers. Of the three, two were

powered by electric motors and the third by a diesel engine. The fifth

sawmill had an edger, trimmer, and, in addition, an automated electric

carriage. It was also powered by electricity.

MEASUREMENT OF SUBGROUPS
Two men w orking together collected the data at each sawmill. The

diameters and lengths of a series of logs were measured and each log was
assigned an identifying number. Any unusual characteristics of the logs

were noted. From this series of logs, a five to eight board sample was

selected at random, depending on operating conditions and time avail-

able. After the logs had been measm"ed and numbered, one man was
positioned near die front of tlie mill to obserxe the sawing operation. A
diagram was made showing the number and position of each board as

the log was sawed and also which boards were put through the edger.

The second man, positioned near the end of the mill, chose the sample

boards and put them aside for later measurement. Figure 5 is a sample

Log Data Sheet used at the sa\\Tiiill. By collecting data in this manner it

was possible, at a later date, to reconstruct the sawing procedure for

each log that contained a sample board or boards. Tlie ability- to locate

the position of the sample board within the log provided another method
for determining assignable causes of thickness variation.

Four thickness measurements ( one subgroup ) were made on each

board. The four measurements were spaced a fifth of the length along

the board. The first and third were made approximately an inch from

the one edge; the second and fourth were made the same distance from

the other edge. The four measurements (one subgroup) were always

made at the same position watli respect to carriage travel. The position

of die first measurement was on the top, front end (passing the saw

first) of tlie board. Measurements were made in this manner in order to

show- \ariation in thickness from edge to edge as well as from end to end.

All measurements were taken widi a micrometer gage and recorded to

the nearest one thirty-second inch. Figure 6 shows die mediod of measur-

ing.̂

16



Mill

Log. No. 1 Dia. 16"

Log Characteristics: Log frozen, slight sweep

Recorder Hash

Length 14' Species R.O.

Time Sawn 11:25 a.m. Time Last Fi I ing 1 1:00 a.

t

Sample Location on Board X "

Board 12 3 4 (Average) (Range)

Number

4

12

Thickness in thirty-seconds of an inch

38 38 38 37 37.75

37 37 38 37 37.25

1

1

Figure 5. Sample log data sheet.

17



Figure 6. Measurements on the board ^vere made ^vith a micrometer
the nearest 1/32 inch.

gage to

TRIAL CONTROL CHARTS
Using the data collected, trial control charts were constructed for

each sawTnill. Figure 7 shows compiled subgroup measurements and

control limit calculations for one of the saxMiiills investigated. By obsen-

ing the points on the control chart with respect to the control limits, it

was determined whether or not the mill was in a state of statistical con-

trol. If the operation was out of control, suspected assignable causes were

detemiined using the pre\iously mentioned log diagrams, subgroup

measurements, and sa^^^Tlill histor\' data.

After analysis of data in the office, the sawmill was re\'isited to

show and discuss the control charts with die owner and the head sa\\yer.

Mills that indicated lack of control were examined to locate the source

of excessixe \ ariation. Changes or adjustments were then made to deter-

mine whether thickness \ ariation could be reduced.

.\fter adjustments had been made, another set of data was collected

and control charts constructed. The continuation of the control charts

\\'here adjustments or changes had been made, re\ealed xxhether or not

the changes \xere sufficient to correct the cause of excessixe variation. H
die control charts, based on the second set of data, did not indicate con

trol, diey usually indicated possible additional changes to further im

pro\e the accurac}' of the sawing operation.

EXAMPLES OF CONTROL CHARTS

Figure 8 shows the control charts for Mill A. Looking at the first se

of data collected ( subgroups 1 through 37 ) it ma)- be seen that a iiunibe:
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Mill . ^ Recorder -lackson

Vnrinhip Thickness Unit of Measurement 1/32 inch

Sample

Board Location on Board X R

Number 1 2 3 4 (Average) (Range)

Thickness in thirty-seconds of an inch

1 38 38 38 37 37.75 1

2 37 37 38 37 37.25 1

3 36 37 37 37 36.75 1

4 35 36 39 38 37.00 4

5 37 37 37 36 36.75 1

6 36 37 37 36 36.50 1

7 38 39 39 38 38.50 1

2

9 37 37 36 34 36.00 3

10 36 34 35 37 35.50 3

37 37 38 37 37.25

36 37 37 37 36.75

35 36 39 38 37.00

37 37 37 36 36.75

36 37 37 36 36.50

38 39 39 38 38.50

35 36 35 34 35.00

37 37 36 34 36.00

36 34 35 37 35.50

38 38 38 38 38.00

38 38 39 38 38.25

37 38 38 37 37.50

37 38 38 37 37.25

36 38 40 40 38.50

36 36 36 36 36.00

38 37 35 35 36.25

30 38 38 38 38 38.00

31 38 38 39 38 38.25 1

32 37 38 38 37 37.50 1

33 37 38 38 37 37.25 1

34 36 38 40 40 38.50 4

35 36 36 36 36 36.00

36 38 37 35 35 36.25 3

.X = X + 0.73 ("R) Total

= 36.87 + 0.73 (2.03)

= 38.35

-x = X - 0.73 (R) Total

- 36.87 - 0.73 (2.03)

= 35.38_

-T = 2.28 R

= 4.62

.F = (R)

=

Figure 7. Compiled data and calculations for X and R charts for Mill A.
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R - 73

R = 73/36

R = 2.03

X = 1327.25

X = 1327.25

36

X = 36.87
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of the points on the X chart as ^^ell as two on tlie R chart fall outside of

the control limits. In studying the charts, some patterns are discernable.

Three of the four points that are above the upper limit on the X chart

represent the first boards sawed under the slab. Further observation in-

dicates that all subgroups comprised of first boards under tlie slab were
above the central line on the chart. The assumption was made tliat a

lack of tension in the saw had allowed it to "crowd out" on the slab cut

which tended to make tlie first board thick. The ele\'en boards (sub-

groups 22 to 33 ) which had tliickness in excess of X constituted a reason

for suspicion. The probabiHt}' of a sequence of this t)pe happening due

to chance is ver\^ small, but no specific reason for its occurrence could be

determined from the data. 0\ er half of the boards in this group had been

sawed just prior to saw filing, and tliis may ha\e accounted for the ob-

served effect. The wide separation of the control limits and the fact that

two points fell outside tliese limits on the R chart provided reason for

suspicion that there were also other assignable causes, but the data did

not indicate anytliing specific.

After the control charts were discussed \\ith the sa\\iiiill owner, two

changes were made. The headsaw was replaced with another saw, and

the carriage wa\s were releveled. Additional data were then collected,

and control limits were recalculated, as shown from subgroups 38

through 69 in Figure 8. The average thickness as indicated by tlie

X chart is slightly high and would ha\'e required a minor adjustment to

correct. Otlierwise, a considerable impro\ement is sho\\Ti. The R chart

limits are less wdde, and all points fall within the limits. Tlie adjustments

were apparenth" sufficient to inipro\"e accuracy of the sawing operation

and bring it into control.

Figure 9 shows the control charts for Mill B, where 4 4 lumber was

being sawn. The target thickness for this mill \\'as 32/32 inch since

the lumber was being sold as industrial blocking. Collection of data and

construction of tlie control charts re\ealed that the operation was out of

control. The X chart exhibited a very sporadic distiibution of subgroups.

Many points were considerably above or below the control limits. The R
chart, with a moderate separation of control limits, indicated that tlie

within board \-ariation was satisfactory^. This mill was subsequently de-

stroyed by fire and, as a result, the study was terminated. Later, it was

discovered that the head sawyer had estimated the thickness with the

setworks each time he sawed a board rather tlian pulling to a pin on the

setworks quadrant. This could account for the \-ariation in the board to

board thickness. If the sawyer had been pulling to a pin, in all prob-

abilit}' the charts would have indicated a reasonable state of control

since all the data seemed satisfactor>% and tlie mill was well set up and

maintained.
IllJ.
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SUB-GROUPS
Figure 10. X t R charts for mill 'C 4/4 lumber.

SJB-GROIPS

Figure 11. X & R charts [or mill D' 4/4 himhei





A situation similar to that encountered with Mill B is depicted by

Figure 10, the control chart for Mill C. Again, the X chart indicates lack

of control but not the R chart. The R chart control limits for this mill

were more narrow tlian those of the preceding one, again indicating that

the mill was quite satisfactory with regard to the within board variation.

A discussion of the control charts with the sawmill operator and a subse-

quent inspection of the mill revealed that the keys coupling the pinions

to the setworks shaft were quite worn, thus allowing considerable motion

of the pinions. This motion became more evident as the keys approached

the top of the shaft and allowed end play in the headblock knees with

resultant thickness variation. With the carriage empty, the setworks lever

was pulled a number of times, and the distance the knees moved each

time was measured. Considerable variation was observed, ranging from

40/32 inches to 48/32 inches (including both saw kerf and board thick-

ness ) . New parts were ordered for the mill but were not received during

the course of the study.

Figure 11 shows the control charts for Mill D. The mill was fairly

new, and, at the time the first data were collected, it had not been com-

pletely adjusted. The arrangement of the first 55 subgroups indicates

that the operation was in less than satisfactory control. One of the major

sources of trouble was inability to get the headsaw to operate properly.

The saw was miscutting to the extent that the average between and with-

in board thicknesses varied considerably. An electric saw sharpening de-

vice was installed, and other general adjustments were made. As a re-

sult, considerable improvement was noted, as indicated by subgroups 56

through 80. The improved saw filing method was tlie largest single factor

in correcting the trouble. The distance bet^veen the limits was consider-

ably reduced on both charts, especially the R chart, indicating that the

improvement had been sufficient to put the mill in a reasonable state of

control. At subgroup SO a change in the X chart may be noted. The aver-

age board thickness preceding subgroup 80 is slightly high. Adjustment

of the setworks resulted in a reduction in average thickness but had no

appreciable effect on the R chart. Tlie average thickness after adjust-

ment was slightly low and should have been raised to insure that all of

the boards would be sufficiently thick after air drying.

The trial control charts constructed for Mill E indicated that the

mill was in a poor state of control. This is shown by the first 70 sub-

groups of Figure 12, which illustrates the control charts for this mill.

Study of the data and an inspection of the mill revealed three sources of

trouble. First, there was end play in the carriage axles that allowed the

carriage to shift as it passed the saw. Second, the center section of ways

was out of level, which resulted in slightly wedge-shaped boards. A shim
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under tlie mud sill had slipped out and allowed the section of ways to

settle as the carriage passed the saw. Third, there was a sHght crook in

the guide rail of the center section of ways diat would make the boards

thin in the center. This effect became more pronounced with increasing

log length.

Two of the sources of variation were corrected. The play was re-

moved from the carriage axles, and the center section of ways was re-

leveled. This improved the situation somewhat, as shown by subgroups

71 through 107 (Figure 12), but did not bring the operation into a state

of control. There were still too many points falling outside the limits of

the X chart, and although no points fell outside the limits on the R chart,

these limits were still rather wide. It was felt that had the guide rail been

straightened also, the mill would have shown a satisfactory state of con-

trol.

DISCUSSION

The use of control charts proved effective in helping to locate

sources of excessive variation in lumber thickness. In tiie mills where

adjustments were made and the control charts continued, improvements

in the quality of the lumber produced were noted. While the objective of

the study was not to set thickness standards, but rather to determine

basic capabilities and to set limits that could be attained by a particular

mill, it was found that in most cases, the limits could be narrowed. Also,

the average board thickness could be decreased, thus resulting in a

saving in raw material. While it is true that the reduction in average

board thickness will result in the production of additional boards from a

given quantity of logs, the most significant benefit arising from the use

of control charts will result by reducing the number of miscut boards

that cannot be sold as graded lumber. Also, well-manufactured lumber of

uniform dimension should have additional value when put on the market

for sale.

Control charts are simple to use and require little additional ex-

penditure of funds. Once trial control charts have been established and

control obtained, infrequent measurements, two or three per day, will

be sufficient to detennine whether control is maintained. The savings

obtained should more than offset the expense involved in collecting,

tabulating, and interpreting data.
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